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This contemporary text book has been written to provide a
comprehensive study material to the first year MBA students and
for non-finance executives in the areas of accounting and finance.
Having written a basic text in the areas of Financial Accounting for
MBA students, it has been observed that often students need to
have a source material for developing an all-round knowledge in
accounting and finance. Although my accounting book has been
able to dealt with accounting and corporate reporting issues in non-
technical manner, seemingly a better linkage of accounting and
finance is required for inculcating a holistic view. This book aims
at building an insight of accounting and financial issues among the
beginners.

In the management classes, student managers should gain proper
knowledge about various components of financial statements. With
a view to strike balance, this book has been written mostly in non-
technical manner. To facilitate easy understanding the entire text is
classified into five parts, namely, Corporate Financial Statements,
Financial Statements Analysis, Cost Analysis for Decision Making,
Financial Decisions, and Operational Planning and Control. In the
introductory chapter various components of corporate financial
statements and financial markets are presented.

Part I of this book covers discussion on corporate financial
statements. In Chapter Two Profit and Loss Account has been
discussed in a simplified manner and full text of Schedule VI to the
Companies Act has been provided for easy understanding.
Discussion is elaborated through practical examples. The focus of
this chapter is to explain profit and loss account information
through trend analysis and common size information. In the third
chapter, balance sheet information has been analysed from the
perspective of an end user. Presently, cash flow statement forms
part of the financial statements of the listed companies. In Chapter
Four different types of cash flow information, namely, cash flow
from operating, investing and financing activities are analysed.
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In Part II of this book, various techniques of financial statements
analysis ranging from financial ratios, funds flow and
contemporary economic value added approach are elaborated using
corporate examples. Financial ratios are important tools for
analyzing financial statements - importantly, liquidity, profitability,
solvency and turnover ratios are widely used for the purpose of
financial statements analysis. In Chapter Five, computational
techniques of about twenty-five financial ratios and interpretation
thereof are covered. A case analysis of Reliance Industries Ltd. is
carried out for explaining various financial ratios and their
interpretations. In Chapters Six and Seven analysis of financial
statements are extended covering funds flow statement and
economic value added. Funds flow analysis is an important tool for
understanding change in working capital. It is different from cash
flow analysis which emphasizes only on the movement of the cash
and cash equivalents.

Earning profit is not sufficient for a company. It should earn
adequate profit to cover its cost of capital. Economic value added
concept covers this approach of profit computation. In Chapter
Seven, computation methodology and interpretation of economic
value added information have been detailed out using the approach
followed by Bennet Steward. Two additional cases of Infosys
Technologies Ltd. and Wipro Ltd. covering corporate financial
statements are available in Chapter Ten which will strengthen the
understanding of financial statements.

In Part III, various cost concepts are discussed which are essential
for business decisions. In Chapter Nine framework of absorption
costing has been discussed covering excise duty, CENVAT, and
global competition that affect full cost based pricing. Cost variability
and classifying cost into fixed and variable components are crucial
aspects to facilitate many short term decisions. Business managers
analyse break even point, margin of safety, capacity utilization,
products-mix for maximizing business value. In this process
flexibility of a company to convert fixed cost into variable cost and
variable cost into fixed are becoming crux of many business
decisions. Outsourcing of services is considered as an important
decision alternative while creating facilities. All these concepts are
covered in details with examples in Chapter Ten. Setting
performance goals, monitoring and evaluation of achievements are
essential for achieving profit target. Standard costs are building
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block of planning and control system. Standards signify the
expected level of performance which are established with reference
to given resources both physical and human, and functional
structure. In Chapter Eleven, I have discussed various techniques
of assessing material, labour, overhead and sales standards. Finally,
in Chapter Twelve a new dimension of cost management has been
added by decomposing business functions into activities and
explaining how to manage cost drivers for cost reduction and
creation of business wealth.

In Part IV basic financial decisions, i.e., investment decisions,
financing decisions and dividend decisions are elaborated that will
help to establish linkage with the balance sheet structure and
financial decisions. Balance sheet is the outcome of a set of
financial decisions. A company needs to achieve an ideal capital
structure that should have minimum weighted average cost of
capital. Therefore, combined business cash flow arising out of
existing and new business when discounted applying such a
minimum weighted average cost capital produces a best possible
shareholders� wealth. In Chapters Thirteen to Fifteen I have
discussed various techniques of analyzing cost of capital, capital
structure planning and capital investment. In Chapter Sixteen, I
have attempted to create debate on dividend distribution policy. A
company can retain the entire profit if it has viable projects that
will create better value for the shareholder. If not, it is better to
return the profit to the shareholders who will find alternative
investment opportunities.

In Part V, I have briefly discussed the operating decision issues in a
company covering working capital planning, financing and
budgeting including master budgets. A budget provides a roadmap
to the managers in financial terms. Often a manager gets tired of
chasing a budget which seems to be unrealistic. At the same time it
is challenging to achieve a realistically set budget.

This book basically contains my class notes in a book form which I
would like to share with the students whom I am not teaching.
Students should attempt to solve the assignments given at the end
of the book.

I hope that this book will help the MBA students to learn
fundamentals of accounting and finance despite a long journey
which has been mapped here in the forms of accounting, cost
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management and finance. At the same breath, I would say these are
the minimum basics of accounting and finance which every
managers should know. I shall be happy if students initiate debate
on various issues raised in this book. Mail me at
tpghosh@mdi.ac.in.

20th July, 2004 T.P.GHOSH
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